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Abstract

A new theoretical model for damage region formation is proposed. The model is based on numerical solution of the
Boltzmann transport equation for knocked-on atoms. A key point of this model is the selfconsistent determination of

Ž .subcascade overlapping energy E the threshold energy for distinguished damage region formation . Damage regionover
Ž .density and size distributions in ferritic steels Fe–0.2 wt% Cu and Fe–0.2 wt% Cu–0.3 wt% Si under neutron irradiation in

light water reactor spectrum were calculated. q 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.

1. Introduction

The investigation of collisional cascade spatial structure
presents a difficult problem to study by either theoretical
or experimental means. All existing experimental tech-
niques are limited to indirect measurements of cascade
manifestation. On the contrary there are at least three
theoretical methods of collisional cascade investigation.

Ž . w xThe binary collision approximation BCA 1–3 allows
simulation of high energy collision cascades. BCA is valid
only for collisions above a few eV. The molecular dynam-

Ž . w xics method MDM 4–6 is able to treat cascade formation
in the low energy range and is used extensively for simula-
tion of defect annealing in the cascade zone. These meth-
ods give an opportunity to investigate in cascade defect
cluster formation, recombination of the point defects de-
pending on the cascade zone cooling rate, the process of
cascade breakup into subcascades and many other cascade
features. Methods based on the solution of the linearized

w xBoltzmann transport equation 7–9 have approximately
the same region of validity as BCA and have not been
used before for the studies of collisional cascade structure.

The configuration of high energy cascade is very irreg-
ular and it is difficult to distinguish individual subcas-
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cades. The other difficulty is an absence of the obvious
conditions under which the breakup into subcascades oc-
curs.

In the present paper damage region structure in the
Žferritic steels Fe–0.2 wt% Cu and Fe–0.2 wt% Cu–0.3

.wt% Si formed under neutron irradiation will be studied
using the direct solution of Boltzman transport equation
for knocked-on atoms.

2. Subcascade formation

We follow the threshold model of subcascade forma-
w xtion suggested in 10,11 with some modifications. In order

to describe the process of subcascade formation we will
Ž .track movement of primary knocked-on atom PKA be-

tween collisions resulting in subcascade formation.
The subcascade size can be estimated as a range of

Ž .secondary knocked-on atom SKA . Energy of SKA de-
pends on PKA energy and differential scattering cross-sec-
tion. Therefore SKAs possess their own energy distribution
in reality. In spite of this fact we will assume that SKA
energy is fixed and is choused to be equal to the average
value over SKA energy spectrum. According to this as-
sumption subcascade size is also fixed and depends only
on PKA energy.
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Distance between collisions with subcascade creation is
controlled by total elastic cross-section of PKA scattering
on lattice atoms. The distance is a small part of the total
PKA range. Hence, energy loss between subcascade creat-
ing collisions can be neglected. Each subcascade is taken
to be a sphere and it is supposed that subcascades are not
overlapped, when distance between centers of subcascades
is greater than subcascade diameter. The value of PKA
energy E corresponding to touching of subcascadeover

spheres will be called subcascade overlapping energy.
It means that PKAs with energy E -E willPKA over

produce overlapped subcascades, and for E )EPKA over

subcascades are not overlapped. Here and after we will
term overlapped subcascades as damage region.

In order to obtain threshold energy for cascade overlap-
ping E let us compare the distance between collisionsover

Ž .of primary knocked-on atom PKA and the subcascade
size. At high energies the distance between collisions of
PKA with atoms l can be larger than the subcascade size
R In this case the damaged zone is divided into distin-c

guishable subcascades. The distance between collisions of
PKA is determined by the elastic scattering cross-section

Ž .s E, T for transfer to l-type target atom more energykl

than T from k-type PKA with kinetic energy E:

1
l E, T s , 1Ž . Ž .kl N s E, TŽ .l k l

where N is l-type atomic density and the cross-sectionl
Ž .s E, T is defined bykl

ds E, T X
k l Ž .klT Xmaxs E, T s dT . 2Ž . Ž .H Xk l dTT

Ž Ž .. Ž .Here ds E, T r dT is the differential cross-section ofkl

energy transfer T from k-type PKA with energy E to
l-type target atom, T kl maximum energy transfer in suchmax

collision. The transferred to SKA energy T should be high
enough to produce a subcascade and will be determined
later.

The subcascade size R can be estimated as a range ofc
Ž .secondary knocked-on target atom SKA , with energy

taken to be equal to the average energy transfer T fromSKA

PKA to SKA:

1 ds kl E , Tk l Ž .PKATkl maxT E s dT T , 3Ž .Ž . HSKA PKA k l l dTs Etot d

where El is the threshold energy of displacement ford

l-type atom, and s kl is the corresponding total elastictot

cross-section.
Therefore the size of subcascade Rkl formed by l-typec

SKA, knocked-on by k-type PKA, can be written as
Xd Ek lTkl kl SK AR sR T s , 4Ž .Ž . Hc l SKA XlS EŽ .0 tot

Sl E sSl E qSl E , 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tot n e

lŽ . lŽ .where S E , S E are the nuclear and electronic stoppingn e

power for l-type SKA respectively.
It should be emphasized that the obtained dependence

of the subcascade size Rkl on PKA energy is completelyc

different from common range — energy dependence
Ž .R E . This dependence can be written in the form ofl

k lŽ .composition of two functions: R E sc PKA
klŽ Ž ..R T E .l SKA PKA

The criterion of subcascade overlapping is based on the
comparison of the distance between cascade creating colli-
sions of PKA and the size of subcascade. It gives us the
minimum critical PKA energy E for subcascades over-over

lapping:

klR E sR T E sl E , T . 6Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .kl over l SKA over k l over

The usage of the relation will be discussed later in Section
5.

3. Knocked-on atom transport calculations

Fast neutrons produce displacement damage homoge-
neously over the specimen volume. So the space and time
independent form of Boltzman transport equation for
knocked-on atoms can be used for description of atomic
collision cascades under fast neutron irradiation:

d ™ ™ky S E F V , E s I qq V , E . 7Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .e k k kd E
™ kŽ . Ž .Here F V , E is the scalar k-type atom flux, S E sk e

yd E rd x — the electronic stopping power for k-typek ™Ž .atoms; q V , E is the density of the external source ofk

k-type primary knocked-on atoms induced by fast neutron
irradiation with given energy spectrum; I is the collisionk

integral, which in our case can be written:

™ ™ ™X X YI s N Hds E , V ™E, V ; V FŽ .Ýk i ki k
i

™ ™ ™X X X X
= V , E d E dV y N F V , EŽ . Ž .Ý i k

i

™ ™ ™ ™X X Y X X
=Hds E, V™E , V ; V d E dVŽ .ki

™X X XqN Hds E , V ™EŽÝk ik
i

™ ™ ™ ™Y X X X XyE, V ; V F V , E d E dV . 8Ž .Ž .. k

Here N stands for the atomic density of k-type atoms ink ™ ™ ™X X X YŽ .the target, ds E, V ™E , V ;V is the differentialki

cross-section of k-type moving atom collisions with i-type
™

target atoms. E and V are the initial energy and velocity
™X Xdirection of incident k-type atom, whereas E and V are

™Ythe same values after collision and V stands for the
direction of the i-type recoil atom movement.
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Ž .The first term in Eq. 8 describes the atoms coming to
™Ž .the phase space domain near the point V , E . The second

one stands for the atom leaving this domain due to colli-
sions. The third term describes moving atom generation
due to elastic collisions.

For the present calculations we use Kinchin–Pease type
w xthreshold energy model for single cascade generation 12

to estimate a number of subcascades. The code was modi-
fied to calculate the flux of moving atoms crossing the
plane EsE in phase space. The number of such atomsover

gives us the number of distinguished damage regions, and
Ž .the energy distribution J E for k-type atoms togetherk

Ž .with energy dependence of range R E can be used tok
Ž .calculate the size distribution of damage regions J Rk k

The flux of moving atoms crossing the plane EsEover

consists of two parts, one is due to continuous slowing
down and the other is due to collisional ‘jumps’ and can

™Žbe expressed in terms of k-type atom scalar flux F V ,k
.E :

d ™ ™kJ E s S E dV F V , EŽ . Ž . Ž .Hk e k½ 5
kd E 4 p EsEover

™ ™Y X Xq d E dV N Hds E , VŽH HÝ k ik
iE)E 4 poveri

™ ™ ™Y X X X X
™E , V F V , E d E dV . 9Ž .. Ž .i

The whole energy interval is defined as follows:

E GEG min Ei sE ,Ž .0 over min
i

where E stands for the maximal source energy. The0
Ž .physical parameters necessary for solution of Eq. 7 are

kŽ .S E and differential cross-section of interatomic colli-e

sions ds .ki
w xIn accordance with Ref. 13 we shall assume that the

inelastic energy loss of moving ion is fully determined by
it’s interaction with the electronic subsystem of the target

Ž .and is described by S E . So we shall treat the collisionsk

with significant changes of ion direction as elastic.
w xFollowing Lindhard 13,14 we will treat the differen-

tial cross-section, which depends on two values: the impact
ion energy E and the recoil atom energy T , as a function
of one variable t:

M aa
tsTE , 10Ž .2ž /M 2Z Z ei a i

where M , Z , M and Z are the incident ion and thea a i i

target atom masses and charges respectively, e is the
electron charge and

y1r22r3 2r3as0.8853a Z qZ , 11Ž .Ž .b a i

with a s0.53=10y8 cm. Thus the differential cross-sec-b

tion can be written as

d t
2 1r2dssp a f t . 12Ž . Ž .3r22 t

Ž 1r2 .Here f t is determined by the actual interatomic poten-
Ž 1r2 .tial. For the Thomas–Fermi atom model f t was

w xobtained numerically in 13 .
Ž .Another value needed for the solution of Eq. 7 is the

kŽ .electronic stopping power function S E . It characterizese

the mean energy loss of a moving atom on a unit path
length due to interaction with the electronic subsystem of a
target.

Ž .No theory gives a unique description of S E in thee
Ž . Ž .whole energy range. For low ion energies Õ-Õ Z S Eb a e

Ž .is proportional to the velocity of a moving atom: S E Ae
1r2 w xE 15 .

w xOne can use the Bethe–Bloch theory 16,17 at very
Ž . Ž . Ž .high energies which leads to: S E A 1rE ln E .e

Ž .In the intermediate energy region we interpolate S Ee

as

y1y1 y1S s S E qS E . 13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .e low high

Ž .For compound targets, Bragg’s additivity rule for S E
calculations was used.

Ž .Solution of Eq. 7 was performed by means of using
computer code BOLT, which was described in details for a

w xmore general case of ion irradiation in 18 . The BOLT
code was also modified to accept the source of PKA with
complicated energy spectrum induced by fast neutron irra-
diation.

4. Neutron induced PKA spectrum

Radiation damage calculations involve determination of
Ž .primary recoil spectrum PRS induced by neutron irradia-

tion. The PRS depends on the neutron scattering cross-sec-
tion and the neutron spectrum. The number of i-type PKA
per unit energy is defined as

q T sHd E F E N s r E , T , 14Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýi n n i i n
r

Ž .where F E is the differential energy spectrum of neu-n
rŽ .trons, and s E , T is the differential cross-section of thei n

energy transfer T to the i-type recoil from neutron with
energy E in nuclear channel r. We use these spectra as a

Ž .source in Eq. 7 for the displacement damage and cascade
size calculations.

Neutron cross-sections for different kinds of nuclei as
well as energy and angular distributions of scattered neu-
trons are available in different evaluated nuclear data files.
In the present work we have used ENDF-6 library in

w xENDFrB-VI format. The NJOY code 19 was used for
multigroup PKA spectra calculations. Only elastic and
discrete inelastic reactions were considered. For these nu-
clear channels the recoil atom energy is fully determined
by energy and momentum conservation laws.
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Damage and subcascade generation rates are the main
parameters of radiation damage. These values can be cal-

Ž .culated using the total number of j-type atoms n Ti j

knocked-on by i-type PKA with energy T , which will be
determined from the numerical solution of Boltzman trans-

Ž .port Eq. 7 .
Ž .If partial values n T are known, the displacementi j

damage G j and subcascade G j generation rates of j-typed c

atoms can be written as

T i j
j mG s dT q T n T , 15Ž . Ž . Ž .HÝd i i j

jEdi

T i j
j mG s dT q T n T . 16Ž . Ž . Ž .HÝc i i j

iEoveri

The values of G j and G j were calculated using thed c
Ž . Ž .solution of Boltzman transport Eqs. 7 and 8 by direct

count of the displaced atom number with energies E)E j
d

and E)E respectively.over

5. Results

kl klŽ . Ž Ž ..Size of damage region R E sR T Ec PKA l SKA PKA

and distance between subcascades as a function of PKA
energy are presented at Fig. 1. We can see that at transfer
energy Ts0.5 keV curves for the subcascade size and
distance between collisions for silicon do not intersect. It
means that in this case subcascades are formed along the
trajectory of PKA and they are not overlapping. At transfer
energy Ts0.1 keV situation changes and these curves
intersect. In this case, the structure of the damage zone is

Fig. 1. Subcascade size and the distance between subcascades vs.
primary knocked-on atom energy.

Fig. 2. Nuclear stopping power of Si, Fe and Cu in ferritic steel
Ž .Fe–0.2 wt% Cu–0.3 wt% Si .

different. Subcascades are overlapped and damage region
is determined by cascade size. If we proceed from higher
transfer energy to lower, we can encounter that at some
critical value T these curves begin to touch on. We willcr

determine threshold subcascade overlapping energy of PKA
E just for this critical value of transfer energy T . Itover cr

can be seen from the Fig. 1 that values of subcascade
Žoverlapping energy E for different components Si, Cu,over

.Fe of ferritic steels are not so different. It is interesting to
compare the overlapping energy E with PKA energyover

corresponding to maximum of nuclear stopping power
E . The intensive generation of cascades occurred at thismax

energy. Nuclear stopping powers of silicon, iron and cop-
per ions slowing down in ferritic steel are presented on
Fig. 2. It is interesting to note that the overlapping energy
E and energy of maximum of nuclear stopping powerover

E have the same order, but E is less than E .max over max

We will calculate the subcascade generation rate for
ferritic steels using neutron spectrum of light water nuclear
reactor. This neutron group flux is presented on Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Group neutron flux for light water reactor.
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Fig. 4. Differential primary recoil atom spectra.

For the following calculations we have to know the
Ž .primary knocked-on atom spectrum. Using the Eq. 14

and the neutron group flux presented on Fig. 3 we have
calculated PRS for each component, which are shown on
Fig. 4.

We have calculated number of subcascades as a func-
tion of PKA energy. Using this function and energy depen-
dence of subcascade size we can obtain generation rate for
subcascade density as a function of size. In order to
investigate the effect of subcascade overlapping energy
value on the damage region formation we performed calcu-

Žlation for three values of overlapping energy E s5,over
.10, 20 keV . These results for different components are

Fig. 5. Number of subcascades vs. subcascade size for E s20over

keV.

Fig. 6. Number of subcascades vs. subcascade size for E s10over

keV.

presented on Figs. 5–7. It can be seen that generation rate
for subcascades increases with subcascade size. Effective

Žsubcascade size is larger for higher E compare Fig. 5over
.for E s20 keV and Fig. 7 for E s5 keV . Maximalover over

generation rate of subcascades for these ferritic steels is
realized on iron.

As an additional result the dependence of partial dam-
age cross-sections on neutron energy were calculated. This

Fig. 7. Number of subcascades vs. subcascade size for E s5over

keV.
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Fig. 8. Damage cross-sections vs. neutron energy for ferritic steel
components

results are presented on Fig. 8. Total damage cross-sec-
tions are s s36.3=103 barn for Fe, s s61.9 barn ford d

Cu, s s192.7 barn for Si.d

Damage generation rate of point defect has been also
calculated for neutron group flux presented on Fig. 3.
Calculations give the following values for partial damage
generation rates G s1.0=10y10 dpars for Fe, G s1.7d d

=10y13 dpars for Cu and G s5.3=10y13 dpars ford

Si.
Subcascade generation rates per unit volume are equal

y3 Ž 3 .to G s1.25=10 subcr mm s for Fe, G s3.08=c c
y6 Ž 3 . y5 Ž 310 subcr mm s for Cu, G s5.3=10 subcr mmc

.s for Si.

6. Conclusions

Using the Boltzmann transport equation for knocked-on
atoms allows us to investigate the problem of cascade
breakup into subcascades. The key point of such calcula-
tions is the determination of subcascade overlapping en-

ergy, which can be determined from microscopical charac-
teristics of atomic collisions and slowing down. Subcas-
cade generation rate in ferritic steels was obtained as a
function of damage region size for light water nuclear
reactor neutron spectrum.
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